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Classic East Coast Luxury intersects next-generation innovation in the new Paramount 
line. The collection features innovative state of the art materials like natural Talalay 
latex, copper comfort quilting foam, gel infused memory foam and German 
engineered pocket springs.
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Fenwick
The Fenwick series feature luxurious knit fabric inspired 

by 1930's art deco design. The mattress is fully hand 

tufted to secure upholstery layers as well as to reduce 

body impression over time. It features an 896 foam 

encased pocket spring core with copper foam layers that 

naturally assist in fighting germ, allergens and common 

bacteria build up. The gel foam layers increase support 

for the body and maintains a high level of comfort and a 

cool sleeping temperature.

St. Augustine
The plush stretch knit fabric of the St. Augustine series 

feature 100% natural New Zealand wool-cashmere 

blend which is extra springy due to its unique crimping 

process, ensuring a gentle sleeping surface that 

maintains its loft over time. The mattress is foam 

encased with an 896 pocket spring core. Graphite and 

copper infused natural Talalay latex assists in fighting 

germ, allergens and common bacteria build up making 

for a healthy night's sleep.

Amelia 
The Amelia series is designed with old world elegant 

damask and is hand tufted with soft wool rosettes. The 

100% natural New Zealand wool-cashmere layer 

ensures a gentle sleep surface that maintains its loft over 

time, and wicks moisture away leaving sleepers 

comfortable, cool and dry. The luxurious euro top 

includes copper and graphite infused Talalay latex foam 

that naturally fights germs, allergens and common 

bacteria build up.
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